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Conducting and Facilitating Research
My Role
1.

2.

Conducting research into
¤ Poverty and social issues
¤ News coverage of issues relating to Indigenous territory,
governance, and child welfare
Facilitating student research, mainly in 2 courses
1.
IPK 344: Indigenous Methodologies
n Indigenous students produce research proposals
2.
SOWK 380: Social Work & Community Development
n Participatory Action Research, students work in teams of
10-15 to implement projects in their communities

Challenging Dominant Representations
In the News Media
¨

Much of my own research
focusses on what Maori
researcher/educator Linda
Tuhiwai Smith describes as
¤

¨

Reframing, Critical ReReading, Representing

Smith wrote a groundbreaking book on research
methodologies for
Indigenous peoples

Research that Challenges the News Media
Racism in the News

¨

This work
1. Challenges how Canadian news media – publications such
such as the Province and Globe & Mail – report on
Indigenous issues
2. Calls out the Press for distortions, stereotyping, leaving out
Indigenous sources, and excluding context and history
3. Focuses on changing public opinion and educating nonIndigenous audiences

Calling out the Media
Racism in the News

The Province, July 27, 2002

Exposing Racism and Colonialism
In the News
Conflation
How many
“Natives”?
Which
“Natives”?
Word Choice
“Natives” instead
of Aboriginal

Polarization
“Us” vs. “them”

Use of Verbs
How far are
“they” willing to
go to “block”
us?
“They” are
trying to get in
the way of
something “we”
are trying to
achieve

Book Chapter on Poverty Reduction
Using StatsCan’s Community Profiles
¨

¨

Poverty reduction strategies in
Abbotsford and New Westminster
¤ Harding, R. & Jenkinson, P.

In Kading & Walmsley (Editors),
Power and possibility in the small
city (2018), Athabasca
University Press

Book Chapter on Poverty Reduction
Using StatsCan’s Community Profiles to Exam Poverty Reduction

StatsCan Data
- Vital Tool for
People Trying to
Reduce Poverty
(“Low Income”)

¨

Couldn’t have written this chapter
without access to StatsCan data on
¤ Population demographics (age,
language, ethnicity, etc.)
¤ Immigration
¤ Transportation – e.g., % of
people who use cars vs. public
transportation
¤ Educational attainment
¤ Income – % of different segments
of population in Low Income

Statistical Data
A valuable resource for Indigenous Researchers
¨

Statistics Canada data has been used to strengthen the case
for social, legal and economic justice for Indigenous peoples in
Inquiries, Commissions and Investigations
¤
¤
¤

¨

Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (1996)
Truth and Reconciliation Commission (2015)
National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and
Children (2019)

Statistical Data can be a great tool for
¤
¤

Educating Settler Canadians
Pressuring governments to address Indigenous concerns and create
better policy

Research on Climate Change in the North
Impact on Indigenous Peoples
¨

¨

¨

Dr. Tero Mustonen, a passionate
defender of traditional worldview
and cosmology of his people, and
head of the village of Selkie, Finland
Works for Snowchange Cooperative,
a non-profit organization based in
Finland with members across the Arctic
Is a traditional fisherman & a
researcher of Arctic biodiversity,
climate change & Indigenous issues,
having published over a dozen
publications, including the groundbreaking Eastern Sámi Atlas

Research on Climate Change in the North
Impact on Indigenous Peoples
¨

¨

¨

He lives in the middle of the
last old-growth forest in
Selkie with his wife, Kaisu,
and is a winter seiner
Mustonen has won several
human rights & environmental
awards for his work with
Snowchange and Indigenous
peoples of the Arctic
He is an adopted full status
member of the Kwakwakwala
First Nation on Northern
Vancouver Island

For more information,
see Snowchange Cooperative at
http://www.snowchange.org/author/tero/

Students Conducting Research
Using StatsCan Data
SOWK 380: Social Work and Community Development
¨ Before beginning a project, students are encouraged to to
acquaint themselves with their community through StatsCan’s
Community Profiles
¨ Examples of Projects by the class include
¤

Students for a Poverty Reduction Plan in British Columbia
n

¤

¤

Accessed statistics on low income

Creating a land acknowledgement video for the University of the
Fraser Valley in collaboration with the Stó:lō Nation
n https://youtu.be/92HcDb-8vGY
Stand Up, Stand Together – consciousness-raising about the need for
men to play a role in ending domestic violence

Students Conducting Research
Using StatsCan Data
IPK 344: Indigenous Methodologies
¨ This class is mainly taken by Indigenous students
¤ Final assignment is producing a research proposal
¨ Examples of some of the research questions explored by students
¤ What are the best Indigenous child welfare practices across
Canada?
n Statistics on Indigenous child welfare
¤ Language revitalization programs in Canada and international
settings – what works best?
n Statistics on Indigenous language use
¤ How applicable are harm reduction programs to remote Northern
Indigenous communities?

Conclusions
Indigenous Research by and for Indigenous People
¨

¨

Understandably some Indigenous peoples may be suspicious of
research due to the harm caused by past settler research activities
to Indigenous people, communities and cultures
Indigenous people may utilize StatsCan data to conduct research in
culturally appropriate ways that benefit local communities
¤

Byron Flekke has spoken to powerfully in his guest presentations
to my classes on topics of importance to Indigenous peoples
n Child Welfare
n Traditional World Views
n Conceptions of Land

Conclusions
Research as Education for Settlers
¨

It is essential for settler Canadians,
especially newcomers who may not
know much about Canada’s
colonial legacy, to be able to
access statistics and data about
¤

Conditions and issues faced by
Indigenous peoples as a result of
n

•

Historical, and ongoing, colonial
practices

It’s important that Settlers are not
allowed to FORGET or ERASE
Canada’s colonial past & PRESENT

“We have no history of colonialism” – P.M. Stephen Harper
G20 Summit, Pittsburgh, Sept. 25, 2009

